PROJECT
REVIEW

Totem Building Supplies – Edmonton (Alberta)

DESCRIPTION

40,000 sq ft building supplies
store for Rona’s Totem brand.

CONTRACT

Canam was contracted to
provide the structural steel
package, including erection.

COMPONENTS

Joists and deck along with
structural steel provided by
Whitemud Ironworks.

“Having it all under one umbrella is a better way of doing it. Instead
of constantly waiting for different delivery dates, materials arrive when
they’re needed.”
General Contractor
Dawson Wallace Construction

OVERVIEW
During site visits from Days 2 through 14, we asked the project leaders for their first impressions of the BuildMaster philosophy.
“The big plastic tags are nice, they don’t wash off or blur in the rain. Just pull up to the end
of the row and you can see which bundle you need to pick-up,” explained Rob Cave, Erector
Foreman with Whitemud Ironworks, on Day 2. “It’s going good, should have about 140 pieces
erected today. Anything over 100 is a really good day, 75 is an average day.”

“I like the tag, it’s awesome. When
you’re moving stuff around with the
zoom-boom, you don’t have to get out
– that’s a huge time saver.”
Darrell Dewan
Site Superintendent
Whitemud Ironworks

Darrell Dewan, Whitemud’s Site Superintendent, reflected on the simplifying effects of the
BuildMaster philosophy. “With optimum conditions – a good half the site to yourself to do
your work – and the joists coming in order, you probably could get close to half the time saved
because you don’t just set things down, you take each bundle to exactly where the crane’s going
to lift it.» Darrell also recognized the enhanced safety: “These are fairly big joists and if you’ve
got to wrestle around with these things, and they’re not in order – people were getting hurt for
no reason.”
By Day 14, the building was ready for decking and the General Contractor, Dawson Wallace,
was impressed. “The speed and the accuracy – the whole way it’s put together. In our site
meetings the Owner, Architect, Project Manager – all they say is ‘Wow, steel’s up.’ BuildMaster
really came through.”
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Day 14

“It exceeded our expectations.
We’re ready for deck in two
weeks, even with a rain delay –
a 40,000 square foot building.
We don’t think we could ask for a
whole bunch more than that.”
Dawson Wallace Construction

DEMONSTRATED BENEFITS

Sorting and bundling the joists in order
kept the site cleaner and safer.
The joist bundle tags and better
drawings further simplified each part
of the erection process for Darrell,
Rob and the rest of the Whitemud
Ironworks crew.
Canam handling the entire steel
building envelope simplified the
process for the general contractor,
enabling them to focus with confidence
on managing other aspects of the
project.

“Definitely saves a lot of time. For sure it knocks at least a day or two out of the sorting, plus a
day or two out off erecting.
You’re not having to pull five bundles over, break them all open and pull joists out of the
middle to get the ones you need to keep going in order – then when go to move the crane
you have ten extra joists laying around that you always have to pick up and move first – so it’s
definitely a lot more efficient.”

Rob Cave
Erector Foreman, Whitemud Ironworks

Even with a significant rain delay, the
BuildMaster philosophy ensured that
erecting was complete well within
the schedule and thus allowed other
trades to begin their work on-time.
THE PEACE OF MIND OUR
PARTNERS DESERVE

“It speeded up the whole job here. There’s not steel all over the place – a lot of times you see it
from one end of the site to the other.”
Dawson Wallace Construction
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